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Transformations, contextual shifts, spatial appropriations - the Berlin artist Michael
Sailstorfer's works soon reveal his interest in everyday things and the materials of his
immediate surroundings, as well as his casual fascination with these objects' specific identity

and history. Sailstorfer really takes care of these items, breaks.
Perrotin Gallery New York newyork@perrotin.com 909 Madison Avenue & 73rd Street New
York, NY 10021, USA +1 212 812 2902. Perrotin Gallery Paris paris@perrotin.com 76 rue de
Turenne, 75003 Paris, France +33 1 42 16 79 79. Perrotin Gallery Hong Kong
hongkong@perrotin.com 50 Connaught Road Central,
Hochsauerlandkreis. Michael Sailstorfer erhält den August-Macke-Preis des
Hochsauerlandkreises 2017. Den Namen des Preisträgers gab Susanne Veltins, Inhaberin der
Brauerei C. & A. Veltins, während eines Pressegespräches am Donnerstag, 30. März, bekannt.
Der Macke-Preis ist mit 20.000 Euro dotiert und wird.
12 May 2016 . GALERIE JAHN is showing works by the artist Michael Sailstorfer in the
"TROUBLING MATTER" exhibition from 12.05. - 17.06.16.
Artist page for Michael Sailstorfer - art, artworks, exhibitions.
Michael Sailstorfer "Clouds and Tears" Proyectosmonclova, Mexico 9 November - 22
December 2017 · Works · Exhibitions · About · Media. Contact. STUDIO@sailstorfer.de ·
Facebook · Imprint. Created with Snap Created with Snap Created with Snap Created with
Snap. Created with Snap Created with Snap Created with.
Michael Sailstorfer. 1. Oktober bis 20. November 2011. Eröffnung: Freitag, 30. Sept., 20 Uhr.
Michael Sailstorfer (*1979) arbeitet als Bildhauer gerne mit Objekten aus der
Alltagswirklichkeit, die er demontiert oder auseinanderschneidet und in andere Formen
überführt, die ihrerseits Objekte oder Geräte aus alltäglichen.
Phillips is synonymous with contemporary culture. As the most forward-looking of the
international auction houses, we have set ourselves apart through our focus on the defining
aesthetic movements of the 20th century as well as today's most cutting-edge art.
Headquartered in New York and London, with offices throughout.
View Michael Sailstorfer on Artitious. Browse biography, profile, exhibitions and artworks. CONCEPTUAL ART, INSTALLATION, SCULPTURE.
fermata di bus, letto, cucina, tavolo, sedia, mensola, toilet, porta, luce, corrente elettrica,
acqua. 255 x 259,5 x 191,5 cm. installation view, "10,000 STONES", Schirn Kunsthalle,
Frankfurt. Wohnen mit Verkehrsanbindung (Urtlfing). 2001 / 2006. fermata di bus, letto,
cucina, tavolo, sedia, mensola, toilet, porta, luce, corrente.
10 Jun 2017 . In his second solo exhibition at Grieder Contemporary, Berlin-based artist
Michael Sailstorfer presents a series of new sculptural works that continue his ongoing
investigation into the alteration of common materials and their transformation into compelling
objects that at first belie their complex social and.
Auf dem Dach des Gebäudes der Stiftung Skulpturenpark Köln ist ein Hubschrauber gelandet.
Doch woher kommt dieser Helikopter? Wo will er hin und wer ist damit geflogen? Hoher
Besuch - Köln heißt die Skulptur von Michael Sailstorfer (* 1979), eine französische SE 3160
Alouette 111, bei der das Triebwerk durch.
An educational research project by Olafur Eliasson in collaboration with the Berlin University
of the Arts.
Perrotin represents Michael SAILSTORFER. Born in 1979 in Velden / Vils, GermanyLives and
works in Berlin, Germany.
About the Exhibition. This arresting sculpture is the first public commission in the United
States by Berlin-based artist Michael Sailstorfer (b. Velden, Germany, 1979). It is a powerful
response to the attributes of the site, for which it was conceived, and to the epic scale of New
York City. Rising more than 30 feet to meet the.
Identity for the Public Art Fund's installation of Michael Sailstorfer's Tornado in Central Park.
The identity included a special website, invitation, and onsite signage and graphics. With Jeff

Ramsey.
Michael Sailstorfer is not the first artist to upend a tree; no doubt, he won't be the last. Georg
Baselitz inverted pictorial tradition in his iconic Der Wald auf dem Kopf (The Forest on Its
Head), 1969; Rodney Graham's photographic series “Oxfordshire Oaks,” 1990, depicts singular
oaks in reverse, as they are actually received.
Eine gewöhnliche Straßenlaterne mitten auf dem Hinterhof der ehemaligen Hauptschule – Sie
wirkt auf den ersten Blick unscheinbar und gleichsam seltsam deplatziert. Ihrer primären
Funktion beraubt, produziert sie anstelle von Licht Popcorn. Mit »1:43—47 Marl, 2017«
schafft der Konzeptkünstler Michael Sailstorfer eine.
18 Dec 2014 - 7 minAn exclusive studio visit with Michael Sailstorfer in collaboration with
Apollo TV. Videography .
12 Sep 2014 . Michael Sailstorfer works in a large building he shares with several artists.
Situated as far east as one can go in Berlin, it was originally built as a film studio.
15 Mar 2016 . Michael Sailstorfer was born in 1979 in Velden / Vils; he lives and works in
Berlin. Since his studies at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste (1999-2005), Munich, and at
Goldsmiths College, London (2003-2004), Sailstorfer's sculptural practice has been drawing
upon the kinetic, minimalist and pop tradition.
We are delighted to open this season with a duo exhibition by the German artists Michael
Sailstorfer and Johannes Wohnseifer. The artists have been part of solo exhibitions and group
exhibitions at Gallery K be-fore, 'Head & Shoulders' is their first together. They work
respectively with sculpture and painting; and all.
Michael Sailstorfer, Kopf und Körper Kreuzberg · Michael Sailstorfer, Unendliche Säule ·
Michael Sailstorfer, "Forst"" (05)" · Michael Sailstorfer, Elektrosex · Michael Sailstorfer,
Pulheim Gräbt (Diaprojektion) · Michael Sailstorfer, Zeit ist keine Autobahn - Frankfurt ·
Michael Sailstorfer, 1:43 – 47, Salzburg · Michael Sailstorfer.
The exhibition CLOUDS AND TEARS radiates around what artist Michael Sailstorfer calls a
«solar cat». Perched in the rafters, the animal reaches it's closed eyes toward a neon light as
though absorbing its ecstatic energy. The meditative stillness generated by the cast-aluminium
felis silvestris embodies the experience of.
27 Apr 2016 . Berlin Gallery Weekend: Artist Michael Sailstorfer talks about his collaboration
with COS.
6 Oct 2011 - 59 min - Uploaded by The New SchoolThe New School
(http://www.newschool.edu) presents Public Art Fund Talks at The New School .
Michael Sailstorfer, Berlin, Germany. 1.9K likes. The official page of Michael Sailstorfer.
14 Sep 2017 . A pile of bricks is a pile of bricks. Put it in a gallery and it becomes art. But that
was Carl André in the Tate 40 years ago. In the intervening decades, the magic has worn very
thin. We are no longer so ready to suspend our disbelief and so the fight has gone from the
artists to the curators to try recapture that.
In celebration of this year's Berlin Gallery Weekend, we have partnered with artist Michael
Sailstorfer to create Silver Cloud, a specially-commissioned outdoor installation. Exploring
ideas of movement and velocity, the steel-casted cloud sculpture can be viewed at Michael's
Berlin studio. Studio Michael.
31 Jan 2009 . 'I'm really interested in what sculpture can be and how a sculpture can spread out
and use much more space than it physically has.' german artist michael sailstorfer, with a kind
of audacious architectural alchemy, builds dysfunctional sculptures and transforms their
previous utilitarianism into follies of.
Michael Sailstorfer est un artiste allemand, né en 1979 à Vilsbiburg, vivant à Berlin. Il est
représenté par la Galerie Perrotin, Hong Kong & Paris [archive]. Sommaire. [masquer]. 1

Biographie; 2 Son œuvre; 3 Expositions; 4 Récompenses et prix; 5 Collections publiques; 6
Notes et références; 7 Lien externe.
8. Sept. 2014 . Wie ein Atelier zur Kegelbahn wird: Das Haus am Waldsee zeigt eine
Retrospektive des Berliner Bildhauers Michael Sailstorfer.
Michael Sailstorfer is multidisciplinary installation artist born 1979 in Velden/Vils, Lower
Bavaria. In his artistic practice, elements and objects from everyday life serve as the starting
point for idiosyncratic experiments.
Art in Berlin: Boros Collection. Sunday, September 16, 2012 by Mary Scherpe. The renown
Boros Collection located in a former bunker in Mitte has re-modeled their collection
presentation and gave the press a sneak-peak last Thursday. view map read on. 2 clicks for
more privacy: When you click here the button will be.
About Michael Sailstorfer. View Profile ». Michael Sailstorfer's (German, b. 1979) artistic
position is to constantly question and expand the classical notion of sculpture. With his often
elaborately produced works he puts the processes of daily life in unusual relationships
towards each other. He incorporates light, sound and.
Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Michael Sailstorfer. Michael
Sailstorfer's site-specific interventions emphasize transformation an…
13 Dec 2016 - 44 minLIDO | Video Ein Tag im Leben von Michael Sailstorfer: Bei Michael
Sailstorfer kann .
3. Febr. 2017 . Michael Sailstorfer zeigt in St. Agnes eine spektakuläre Installation: Sechs
Autos, die mit Öfen beheizt werden.
Michael Sailstorfer · Selected Works · Biography · Exhibitions · Publications · News · Videos
· Selected press. Michael Sailstorfer. facebook. Claire Adelfang · Cory Arcangel · Jules de
Balincourt · Stephan Balkenhol · Ali Banisadr · Miquel Barceló · Georg Baselitz · Oliver Beer
· Joseph Beuys · Marc Brandenburg · Lee Bul.
Trouvez la perfection en matière de photos et images d'actualité de Michael Sailstorfer sur
Getty Images. Téléchargez des images premium que vous ne trouverez nulle part ailleurs.
The Berlin based sculptor Michael Sailstorfer addresses the practice of 'real collage' in his
work commissioned for the Daimler Art Collection by rebuilding a Mercedes-Benz 190 E
(W201, serially produced 1982-1993) as a legendary Mercedes-Benz C 111 (the C 111 series
consisted around 1970 of prototypes and.
26 Jan 2016 . sailstorfer pulheim · folkstone digs. You can click on any image to get more
information about the project. This post is part of a new series featuring artists I want to
experience with my family. Artworks that can not only hold up to some preschool-style
attention (destruction), but also change the way we share.
German artist Michael Sailstorfer considers himself to be a sculptor and approaches the
possibilities of his work in an experimental fashion. The artist uses familiar objects as a
starting point for his idiosyncratic experiments that form installation, film and sculpture. The
artist's artistic vocabulary constantly transforms known.
29 Mar 2014 . Rising German artist Michael Sailstorfer continually expands classical notions of
sculpture: marrying the unexpected weight of light, sound and smell with the airy flight of
muscular mechanics. Inspired by the friction of opposites and the contrast between a work
and its surroundings, he explains: “I'm really.
14 Mar 2017 . Contemporary Art Daily. A Daily Journal of International Exhibitions. | Artist:
Michael Sailstorfer Venue: KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin Exhibition Title: Hitzefrei Date: February
11 – March 12, 2017 Click here to view.
18 Apr 2017 . Michael Sailstorfer (1979– ) Link back to Creator infobox template ·
wikidata:Q1929150. Alternative names, Sailstorfer. Description, German sculptor. German

sculptor. Date of birth, 12 January 1979. Location of birth, Velden. Work location, Berlin ·
Authority control · wikidata:Q1929150 : Q1929150 · VIAF:.
17 Feb 2017 - 3 min - Uploaded by KÖNIG GALERIEThe exhibition HITZEFREI by Michael
Sailstorfer is on view from February 11th till March 12th .
4. Okt. 2014 . Ist einer, der Goldklumpen am Strand vergräbt, verrückt? Oder ein Künstler?
Michael Sailstorfer tut so etwas und ist einer der erfolgreichsten Künstler seiner Generation.
Die Mückenhäuser von Michael Sailstorfer fallen in die Kategorie Lichtkunst und sorgen
besonders abends auf der ehemaligen Güterstrecke der Zechen zwischen der Hubertusstraße
und der Friedrich-Ebert-Straße für Aufsehen. Die alte Bahnlinie ist heute ein Rad- und
Fußweg. Die Mückenhäuser gefallen mir aus dem.
The artist Michael Sailstorfer, who lives in Berlin, is an artistic jack-of-all-trades. And so he
has already converted a police car into a drum, completely cleared a section of forest of leaves
and branches, burned a wooden house in its own oven and mounted a catapult onto car in
order to send a streetlight into the night sky like.
Born: 1979 Velden, Landshut, Bavaria, Germany; Nationality: German. 1 work. 1 to 43 to 47.
Michael SAILSTORFER. Menu. About · Membership · Support Us · Contact · Creative
Victoria · National Gallery of Victoria · Twitter · Facebook · Instagram · Pinterest · Subscribe
to E-News · National Gallery of Victoria. Search. ×.
Michael Sailstorfer (* 12. Januar 1979 in Velden (Vils)) ist ein deutscher Bildhauer sowie ein
Installations- und Objektkünstler. Inhaltsverzeichnis. [Verbergen]. 1 Leben und Wirken. 1.1
Leben; 1.2 Kunstschaffen; 1.3 Zitat. 2 Auszeichnungen; 3 Ausstellungen. 3.1
Einzelausstellungen; 3.2 Gruppenausstellungen. 4 Literatur.
This comprehensive book contains an essay by art critic Jennifer Allen, a text of fiction by the
author Ingo Niermann, a text by Schorsch Kamerun, singer, author, and director, extracts from
Franz Xaver Baier's book Der Raum and an interview by curator Neville Wakefield. Michael
Sailstorfer has forthcoming solo exhibitions.
An Acute Engagement of the Concept of Sculpture. Everyday objects are integral components
of the works of Michael Sailstorfer (b. Velden/Vils 1979; lives and works in Berlin), but so are
smells, noise, movement, and time, which blend to form a poetic overall picture. The works
Forst and Schwarzwald form the point of.
Galleri K was established by Kristin and Ben Frija in 1977. We show Norwegian and
International contemporary art with a focus on American and and German artists.
17 Oct 2014 . Michael Sailstorfer: It Might As Well Be Spring. Burton & Judy Onofrio Main
Gallery. Michael Sailstorfer sees himself as a sculptor and he approaches the possibilities of
sculpture in an experimental fashion. In his artistic practice, elements and objects from
everyday life serve as the starting point for.
17 Sep 2013 . Article by Alison Hugill, Photos by Conor Clark in Berlin // Aug. 07, 2013
Rumour has it that Michael Sailstorfer's studio building in Weissensee, on the…
On the occasion of his upcoming solo show at Proyectos Monclova, I interviewed German
artist Micheal Sailstorfer to get some more details about the artworks he is showcasing at the
gallery and to discover more about his art and practice. Carla Ingrasciotta: Let's start from the
exhibition you're having at the gallery.
21 Apr 2014 . I recently attended the opening reception for the exhibition Michael Sailstorfer:
Every Piece is a New Problem at the Contemporary Arts Center here in Cincinnati, Ohio. This
is the German Sailstorfer's first major solo show in the United States and the CAC is the
perfect place for his large-scale sculptures.
Alicja Kwade, Michael Sailstorfer, Thomas Rentmeister D 13088 exhibition 4 jun - 25 jul.
Sprovieri is delighted to bring together new works by three Berlin-based artists, Alicja Kwade,

Michael Sailstorfer and Thomas Rentmeister. The three artists work in adjacent studios in a
large building in Liebermannstr 24-28 in former.
Studio Michael Sailstorfer is an architectural practice based in Berlin, Germany.
Michael Sailstorfer [Max Hollein, Johan Frederik Hartle, Michael Sailstorfer] on Amazon.com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Sailstorfer, a graduate of the Munich Academy of
Visual Arts, is 26 this year, and has already appeared in Manifesta 5 and at biennales in
Liverpool and Havana. The metamorphic interventions.
Perfekte Michael Sailstorfer Stock-Fotos und -Bilder sowie aktuelle Editorial-Aufnahmen von
Getty Images. Download hochwertiger Bilder, die man nirgendwo sonst findet.
Ausstellung „Michael Sailstorfer: Kopf und Körper“, 28.09.2014-25.01.2015. Der in Berlin
lebende Bildhauer und Installationskünstler Michael Sailstorfer (*1979) zählt zu den
wichtigsten Impulsgebern seiner Generation und arbeitet seit über zehn Jahren an einer
national wie international wahrgenommenen Erweiterung.
Scopri le foto e immagini di notizie editoriali stock perfette di Michael Sailstorfer su Getty
Images. Scarica immagini premium che non troverai da nessuna altra parte.
With essays of fiction by Ingo Niermann and Schorsch Kamerun, an art historical text by
Jennifer Allen, and a philosophical contribution by Franz Xaver Baier, Reaktor constitutes the
most comprehensive book on Sailstorfer's oeuvre to date. Born in 1979 in Vilsbiburg
(Germany), Michael Sailstorfer lives in Munich and.
28. Apr. 2016 . Die schwedische Modemarke COS hat sich mit dem Künstler Michael
Sailstorfer zusammengetan. Herausgekommen ist eine Performance mit dem Titel "Silver
Clouds", die gestern erstmals in Berlin gezeigt wurde. Wir zeigen Bilder von der Eröffnung.
23 Nov 2017 . Michael Sailstorfer's debut solo show in Mexico City opens with Wolken
Monclova (2017), an arrangement of truck tyre inner-tubes, composed into nebulous
chandeliers, leaning and bumping into each other and blocking out the sun, which typically
lightens Monclova's atrium entrance. Smoothly formed.
Situations invited Berlin-based Michael Sailstorfer to conceive of a project for Folkestone
Triennial 2014, which would respond to the particularities of the English coastal town and
former port. Following a year of secrecy over Situations' project in the Triennial, Michael
Sailstorfer's Folkestone Digs began with a press.
3 May 2011 . Review by Matt Swain Modern Art Oxford hosts Michael Sailstorfer's first solo
presentation in the UK, comprising mixed-media sculptural interventions exploring notions of
flight, movement and displacement. These works often involve a shift in the context of
objects, exploring themes such as movement and.
Bei Michael Sailstorfer kann alles zur Kunst werden. Mit spielerischer Leichtigkeit lotet der
1979 im niederbayerischen Vilstal geborene Bildhauer das poetische Potential alltäglicher
Gegenstände und Materialien aus.
Folkestone Digs is Berlin-based artist Michael Sailstorfer's contribution to Folkestone
Triennial 2014 commissioned by Bristol-based art producers Situations. The project was
developed in secrecy until the opening day, when it was announced that 30 individual pieces
of 24-carat gold had been buried under the sand of the.
Explore Max Well's board "Michael Sailstorfer" on Pinterest. | See more ideas about Art 3d,
Freedom fries and Abstract sculpture.
View and buy ”P 99“ by Michael Sailstorfer on fineartmultiple, the leading online gallery for
contemporary art.
23 Sep 2013 . Michael Sailstorfer is especially interested in how his work and the surrounding
are put in interaction with one-another. He finds the small things of everyday life, mundane
things that catch your attention whilst passing by, inspiring. He deconstructs, recombines,

alienates objects and puts them back together.
13 Oct 2005 . Without reason, Dean Moriarty, the reckless hero of Jack Kerouac's novel On
the Road (1955), is infatuated with the wayward Marylou, who eventually steps free of her
rollercoaster life and marries a used car salesman. Such contrary outcomes are the catalyst for
Michael Sailstorfer's projects; the artist.
10 Jun 2017 . In his second solo exhibition at Grieder Contemporary, Berlin-based artist
Michael Sailstorfer presents a series of new sculptural works that continue his ongoing
investigation into the alteration of common materials and their transformation into compelling
objects that at first belie their complex social and.
Find the perfect Michael Sailstorfer stock photos and editorial news pictures from Getty
Images. Download premium images you can't get anywhere else.
28 Aug 2014 . Artist Michael Sailstorfer has buried gold bars in Folkestone's Outer Harbour
and once the tide is out it's finders keepers.
NEW YORK—The Paula Cooper Gallery is pleased to present a selection of recent works by
Liz Glynn, Justin Matherly, Amy O'Neill, Nadine Robinson, and Michael Sailstorfer. The
exhibition presents varied approaches to contemporary sculpture. Liz Glynn's practice explores
and questions historical and cultural cycles of.
Altenheim für Nationalisten, 2016 · König Galerie. Basel 2016. Kopf und Körper Kreuzberg ·
Michael Sailstorfer · Kopf und Körper Kreuzberg, 2016 · König Galerie. Miami Beach 2015.
M.17 · Michael Sailstorfer · M.17, 2015 · König Galerie · MDP3 · Michael Sailstorfer · MDP3,
2015 · König Galerie · Voilà 1 · Michael.
15 Feb 2017 - 3 minThe exhibition HITZEFREI by Michael Sailstorfer is on view from
February 11th till March 12th .
SAILS60343. Michael Sailstorfer Mückenhaus (Mosquito House), 2012. Street lamp,
aluminium, mosquitonet, colour, electricity. Ed. 1/3 + 2 AP House: 200 x 120 x 145 cm 170 x
30 x 30 cm. SAILS60343.
Auf Einladung der Kulturabteilung der Stadt Pulheim hat, der in Berlin lebende Künstler,
Michael Sailstorfer sein Projekt Pulheim gräbt im Rahmen der Reihe „Stadtbild.Intervention“
realisiert. Auf einem brach liegendem städtischen Grundstück an der Jakobstraße wurde im
August 2009 Gold im Wert von 10.000€ vergraben.
19 Dec 2014 . Apollo TV x Sleek: An Exclusive Studio Visit with Michael Sailstorfer. Michael
Sailstorfer. Photo by Franziska Sinn. Bavarian by birth and Berlin-based by choice, Michael
Sailstorfer has charmed the art world with his playful sculptures: in 2014 alone, Sailstorfer had
three high-profile solo shows in.
A liberating leitmotif for the sculptor Michael Sailstorfer runs as follows: “Aggressivity
towards material and viewer.” This means that the potential for straightness and directness
should be realized without compromise and digressive theoretical intensifications. Created out
of this perspective are works which have a direct.
Michael Sailstorfer (*1979 Velden/Vils), is the prize-winner of “Vattenfall Contemporary
2012”. This choice pays tribute to an artistic position that re-questions and extends the classical
concept of sculpture. In his often lavishly produced works he creates new, unfamiliar relations
between everyday objects and processes,.
German artist Michael Sailstorfer uses familiar objects as a starting point for his idiosyncratic
experiments with installation, film and sculpture. The artist constantly transforms known
material and mechanical systems into objects that thoughtfully transcend their original
purpose. Facets of their function are gently shared.
25 Mar 2011 . The exhibition Raum und Zeit is accompanied by the monograph “Michael
Sailstorfer: S” published by DISTANZ-Verlag, which presents Sailstorfer's work from 2000 to

2010. It is edited by S.M.A.K. and its partner institutions the kestnergesellschaft, Hanover (DE)
and the Kunsthalle Nürnberg (DE).
Frankfurt. Michael Sailstorfer challenges the idea of the sculpture. Whether inside or outside,
each of his piece does not immediately reveal its identity as art and thus confronts the field as
such. His pieces are mainly distorted utilitarian objects. Wheels, drums, stereos – every
material has to be recognizable and speak about.
Voor Façade 2017 heeft de Duitse kunstenaar Michael Sailstorfer (Velden, Duitsland, 1979)
een reusachtig masker gemaakt. Dat raakt aan het idee dat Façade wil uitdragen. We zijn wie
we willen zijn, maar we passen ons ook aan de buitenwereld aan, en dragen dus soms een
masker. Maar een vrij mens behoeft geen.
Kopf und Körper Paris, 2016. Bronze, iron, aluminum, concrete 280 x 320 x 180 cm. Presented
by König Galerie, Berlin et Galerie Perrotin, Paris, New-York, Hong-Hong Photo : Marc
Domage Michael Sailstorfer was born in 1979 in Germany. He lives and works in Berlin. His
new work “Kopf und Körper Paris” is an.
GOMA will celebrate its tenth anniversary this year with exciting new artwork commissions
and a program of major exhibitions commencing with 'A World View: The Tim Fairfax Gift'.
JOIN US In Conversation – The Gift of Giving 1pm | Sunday 12 June Join Tim Fairfax AC in
conversation with Chris Saines, Director, QAGOMA,.
Artist: Michael Sailstorfer. Title: STUDIO SAILSTORFER LIEBERMANNSTR. 24 13088
BERLIN T + 49 30 920 929 80. STUDIO@SAILSTORFER.DE WWW.SAILSTORFER.DE,
2017. Medium: Shirt. painted. signed by the artist. Sale: Sept 22, 2017, 8 pm. KÖNIG
GALERIE, Berlin. Starting Bid: 500 €. Contact: Contact.
Michael Sailstorfer is a contemporary Mixed- media from Germany collected internationally by
museums, art foundations, institutions and private collectors.
3 May 2016 . A one-off art installation from Michael Sailstorfer in collaboration with COS was
presented in North Berlin at the artist's studio last week.
Toggle navigation. Apollo TV. Home; More. Apollo.TV · Apollo Muse · Hub · Kiosk. To
view this video please enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a web browser that
supports HTML5 video. Michael Sailstorfer. Next up: MFP Andreas · Impressum · Terms of
Use · Privacy.
Michael Sailstorfer: selected works. Sailstorfer Schlagzeug, 2003, Autoblech (Polizei-auto)
Foto: Michael Sailstorfer. Sailstorfer Dean und Marylou, 2003, Autoblech, Balg,
Konstruktionsholz, Gummi, 280 x 800 x 250 cm. Foto: Jörg Koopmann. Und Sie Bewegt Sich
Doch 'Und sie bewegt sich doch!', 2002, Installation in der.
interview by SVEN SCHUMANN portrait by MAXIME BALLESTEROS Michael Sailstorfer's
art is accessible. Whether it's a machine that fills the room with p.
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